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Tue case for the whole truth in the news is well stated in a report. just 
published by Stanford University Press, It is the result of extended study by social scientists connected with the 
university and is entitled, “‘The Kennedy 

+ Assassination and the American Public ; Social Communication in Crisis.” 
-After 10 months of Study the Warren Commission failed to throw any substantial new light on this tragedy. With the exception of some relatively minor errors the account stood as 

‘ 

Assossination ond a Free Press 

written by newsmen working under the terrible pressures of the time. But the ‘Commission saw fit to criticize these reporters for a “regrettable lack of self discipline.” In what might pe considered a world record for hair- splitting it opined that a jury in a trial of Harvey Oswald might have been prejudiced by some of the news reports. Oswald had been dead and buried for going on a year, at the time. 
In a preface to the Stanford report Prof. Wilbur Shram, director of the university's Institute for Communica- tions Research, takes a Position directly Opposite to that of the Commission. 
Prof. Shram notes that, “If a suitable object for great national. anger had emerged from news of the crisis, it is conceivable that a mass uprising might have occurred. But the very fullness we news won confidence jin it, and 
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developments cut the ground out from under any belief that a nationally - dangerous conspiracy was involved.” The fact that transition to a new regime in Washington was accomplished in such orderly fashion, he adds, “‘must be credited in no small degree to the efficiency and amount of media atten- ’ tion.” In “media” he inchides television and radio as well as newspapers, 
In every government on earth, including. ours, there is an element of Opinion that the public is a stupid brute, inclined to run -wild if entrusted with all: grisly facts in a_ national emergency. The evidence is to the . contrary and the Kennedy assassination provided a historic example. Given the honest facts, the people will react intelligently. Suppress the facts and ugly rumor will spread. 

, One of the most important deductions from the events of late November 1963,” says Prof. Shram,” is that Americans trust their free press and their free broadcasting system These did not fail the American people — in any important way. The people got the full news, they got it fast, and they got it, with a very few exceptions, accurately.”’. 

That is a pretty conclusive answer to the censorship-minded who would have the news reporters stand back {from disaster like little gentlemen and wait for a handout. 
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Assassination and a Free’ Press 
developments cut the ground out from . 

  

THE case for the whole truth in the 
news is well stated in a report just 
published by Stanford University Press. 
It is the result of extended study by 
social scientists connected with the 

iversity and is entitled, “The Kennedy 
Sssassination nd the American Public; 
Social Commifnication in Crisis.”,4 

S86 PF Li bist he 1 
After 10 months ‘of’ study the Warren 

Commission failed to throw any 
substantial new light on this tragedy. 
With the exception of ‘some relatively 
minor errors the account stood as 
written by newsmen working under the 
terrible pressures of the time. But the 
Commission saw fit to criticize these 
reporters for a “regrettable lack of self 
discipline.” In what might be 
considered a world record for -hair- 

|| splitting it opined that a jury in a trial 
:{0f Harvey Oswald might have been 
|{prejudiced by some of the news 

reports. Oswald had been dead and 
buried for going on a year, at the time. 

In a preface to the Stanford report 
Prof. Wilbur Shram, director of the 
university's Institute for Communica- 
tions Research, takes a position directly 
opposite to that of the Commission. 

Prof. Shram notes that, “If a suitable 
; object for great national anger had 
{ emerged from news of the crisis, it is 

| conceivable that a mass uprising might 
| have occurred. But the very fullness 
ome news won confidence in it, and 
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under any ‘belief that a nationally 
dangerous conspiracy was involved.” 

The fact that transition to a new 
regime in Washington was accomplished 
in such orderly fashion, he adds, “must 
be credited in no small degree to the 
efficiency and amount of media atten- 
tion.” In “‘media”’ he includes television - 
and radio as well as newspapers. 

In every government on_ earth, 
including ours, there is an element of 
opinion that the public is a stupid brute, 
inclined to run wild if entrusted with 
all grisly facts in a _ national 
emergency. The evidence jis to the 
contrary and the Kennedy assassination 
provided a historic example. Given the 

~honest facts, the people will react 
intelligently. Suppress the facts and 
ugly rumor will spread. 

“One of the most important 
Geductions from the events of late 
November 1963,” says Prof. Shram,’’ 
is that Americans trust their free press 
and their free broadcasting system ... 
These did not fail the American people 

‘in any important way. The people got 
the full news, they got it fast, and they 
‘got it, with a very few exceptions, 
accurately.” 
That is a pretty conclusive answer : 

to the censorship-minded who would 
have the news reporters stand back 
from disaster like little gentlemen — 
and wait for a handout. -  ,——-= 
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